BRAIN TOPOGRAPHY AND MULTIMODAL IMAGING

-hemoglobin and total hemoglobin levels were
obtained by a one-channel non-invasive NIRS
system (Hamamatsu Photonics, NIRO-120). We set
the center of a pair of optrodes at the midpoint of
F4 and F8 on the right side of the forehead of a
subject based on the international 10-20 system.
The effect of such physical movement as neck
inclination was monitored with a camera. Both
video and audio recording were captured during the
tasks, and the audio data were correlated with the
NIRS data for the purpose of quarrying the
oxyhem-patterns fitted in a fragment of musical
structure. Subjects were asked to slightly elevate
the middle finger of their right hand at the end of
parts A1, A2, B1, and B2 in the case of an imaging
task. The imaging task proceeded with imaging the
creation of a tonal image in the same velocity as
reality and having the subjects close their eyes in a
calm environment.

time-ranged components and illustrated it at the bottom
of Fig. 2. The patterns with a frequency of less than
0.025Hz were generally similar to parts A1, B1 and C for
both cases, real and imaginary performances.

RESULTS
The hemo-dynamic patterns revealed peaks of 10
to 20-seconds that were reproducible at specific
points during the same musical piece with both a
piano and a violin.
Figure 1 shows an example of the oxyhem pattern in
the time course of the right frontal lobe (F4-F8) of
subject MI when the amateur pianist performed the tune,
“La candeur”. The sequence of arrows shown in the
bottom of the figure is the musical structure of the
“La candeur”. The pattern in Fig. 1 contained
various kinds of frequencies. We analyzed and
categorized the patterns into low frequency (LF)
patterns of 0.1Hz~0.05Hz and very low frequency
(VLF) patterns of less than 0.025Hz as shown in
Table I. The LF patterns can be more precisely
categorized into four types of I~IV. The pattern in
parts A and B was determined by the boundary of
sections in four-measure-length. In the case of
the data shown in Fig. 1, we obtained Type I in A1
and in the center of C where the music had an
imperfect cadence, four waves of Type IV in
B1-B2. The relatively higher peaks in B1 formed two
VLF patterns the configuration of which corresponded to
Type VI of the lower panel in Table I.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of oxy-hemoglobin
patterns in a real performance and imaging of “La
candeur”. The upper panels in Fig. 2 show the
results of the analyses of LF components, Type
I~IV.
In each of these types, the appearance
probability, which was calculated by counting each
type in subject KT, is shown. The subject repeated
the real performance task and imaging task 7 and 5
times, respectively. The results indicated that
Type II frequently appeared in A1~A2 both in real
and imaginary performances. Also, the Type I
pattern was similar to that of part C.
We traced the oxy-hemoglobin pattern with long

Fig. 1. An example of the time-sequential oxy-hemoglobin
pattern in the right frontal lobe (F4-F8) while performing
“La candeur” on the piano. Bottom sequence with
arrows: musical structure of the piano piece “La
candeur”.
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Table I. Categorization of the oxy-hemoglobin patterns
by individual frequency. In the LF (low frequency) category,
Type I~IV patterns were identified by boundaries of musical
sections the length of which was four musical measures. In
the VLF (very low frequency) category, Type V~VII
patterns were identified by a long-term-change in the
oxyhem-level.
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patterns of both the violinist and pianist
performing while standing showed a slight increase
in oxyhem-level, in comparison to that while
sitting; however, the aforementioned features in
VLF patterns and peaks in part B remained in the
standing experiments. Therefore, hemo-dynamics
in the brain of the musical performer may respond
to brain activity involved in music processing
rather than activity involving the autonomic
nervous system.
Our
approach
of
using
time-sequential
oxy-hemoglobin patterns to evaluate musical
recognition and body sensation may be applicable
to both musical education and music therapy.
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DISCUSSION
In our previous study, changes in oxy-hemoglobin
that were characteristic with musical information
in the time-axis frequently occurred during a task
of listening to music without apparent physical
movement.
The
characteristic
features
in
oxyhem-patterns were i) a drop in oxyhem-level
while listening to music and ii) the appearance of a
full-width positive peak for 10~20 sec. The latter
feature frequently appeared in a specific part of the
piece, namely the climax or the “sabi” as denoted
in music.
The present study exhibited similar results in the
performance of real music. VLF components
showed a long term decrease during the real task,
and spontaneously strong oxyhem-peaks were
observed at parts B1~B2 where there was
development in the musical structure.
We expected either, or both, the LF (0.05~0.1Hz) or
VLF (<0.05Hz) pattern categories have a similarity
between real and virtual musical performances. The
experimental results indicated that VLF components in
virtual performance possibly reflect the properties of that
of real performance, while LF components had less
correlation between the real and musical-image tasks.
The suggestions we obtained are consistent with
evidence that BMI with NIRS needs half a minute to
determine Yes/No categories by the hemo-dynamic
behavior in the cerebral cortex.
The data presented in the figures were obtained
when the subjects were sitting. Similarly, we
collected the same kind of data when the same
subjects were standing. The hemo-dynamic
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As the same tendency was observed in other subjects,
our analysis was switched to focus on the VLF
components (Type V ~ VII) and Type-I peak in parts A,
B and C. Figure 3 illustrates the VLF components, Type
V ~ VII in two data samples. The top panel is that of a
virtual musical performance and its VLF pattern was
categorized as Type VII. It was distinct that peaks in
parts B1 and B2 had an effect on the VLF pattern
formation. An emergence of intense peaks in B1 and B2
resulted in the patterns being categorized into Type VI
and VII.
In the performance by two amateur pianists and one
professional pianist, the probability of VLF components
appearing and the Type-I peak in the beginning, middle,
and end the song was obtained as shown in Figure 4.
The parameters exhibited reproducibility in both cases,
real and imaginary performance, and were similar
to trans-tasks.
It should be noted that imaginary performances
produced the Type VII pattern more frequently
than the Type VI pattern, while real performances
generated the Type VI oxyhem-pattern, as shown
in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. A comparison of oxy-hemoglobin patterns in a real
performance and imaging of “La candeur”. Upper four
panels: appearance probability of LF components,
Type I~IV. Appearance probability = counts of each
types / total experiment number of the subject. Bottom
two panels: oxy-hemoglobin pattern with long time-ranged
components.
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CONCLUSION

Virtual musical performance by KT

We measured right frontal hemo-dynamics of
musicians by one-channel NIRS. The observed
oxy-hemoglobin patterns were then synchronized to the
structures of the musical task, a piano piece, “La
candeur”.
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Both amateur and professional musicians, who played
the piano or violin, had induced typical oxyhem-patterns
in their right frontal lobe (midpoint of F4 and F8).
The induced oxy-hemoglobin pattern with longtime-ranged components with a frequency of less than
0.025Hz had a similarity in the beginning, middle, and
ending part C of the performed music between real and
imaginary performances.
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